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Picture of G'Rho shortly before the ISD Warriors Fleet leaves for IS4.



The Imperial Storm 4 Wargames have finally kicked o� today. The ISD Hammer's
Fleet has been assigned Zonama Sekot as their Starting point, the Challenge has been
assigned Codia and the Warrior has been assigned G'Rho as its starting point.

Reporters DeSean Mclaullis, Reag Marreth and Kellye Finde from the G'Rho
Watchman have been assigned to the ISD Warriors Fleet and are currently posted on
the Imperial Starship "The Rafter"

Imperial Navy Gunners perform drills on the Imperial Starship "The Rafter"

Tensions have been high in the past day, after a long hyperspace jump, it seems
everyone on board the "The Rafter" is excited for some action. Drills are run almost
every hour and the Tavern is full of pilots too sick of yearning for battle to drink.

Today reporter DeSean Mclaullis interviewed the Imperial Starship "The Flanker's"
Captain, Captain Gleyn Tonmein. Captain Tonmein has a lot to say of how excited he
was for Imperial Storm 4 and when asked whether he thought the Warrior would win
this year he replied:



"I truly think the Warrior has a really good chance of beating the other ships this year,
despite having to get used to our new Commodore, the Vice Admiral has really put forward
a solid plan and I think this year will be one for the Warrior."

Recently, the ISDII "The Warrior" has had a change in command from HA Mordechi
Wolf to VA Marenta.

Stay tuned for more daily reports.

Reag Marreth - A Human hailing from Mon Gazza, Reag Marreth is a Beat Reporter
focusing on Military News. Reag served in the Imperial Navy for six years before
becoming a Reporter at the G'Rho Watchman.

DeSean Mclaullis - DeSean is a sta� reporter for the G'Rho Watchman who previously
worked for the Chandrila Times. DeSean graduated from the Coronet City University
on Corellia with a degree in Journalism and Phsycology.


